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Chicago Transit 
Authority 
• Created in 1947 

• Serves Chicago and 35 nearby 
suburbs 

• Carries ~1.6 million trips every 
weekday 

• Rail System 
– 145 Rail stations 

– 224 miles of Track 

• Fleet 
– 1,885 buses 

– 1,400 rail cars 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who are not familiar with the CTA, just a brief history.  We were created in 1947 in the wake of bankruptcies by private transportation companies.  Because we inherited their legacy assets and our system has been built out over time, it looks very different from newer systems such as those in Washington D.C. and Atlanta.  We serve the City and 35 nearby suburbs, including Evanston, of course.  We have 145 rail stations and over 220 miles of track.



Growing Rail Ridership 
• CTA  provided  241,676,065 trips in 

2015 on its eight rail lines (up 2% from 
2014 to 2015) 

• 2015 rail ridership was the largest 
since CTA began tracking ridership in 
1961. 

• Peer Comparisons:* 

     - NYCT – 2,666,925,814  (-3%) 

     - WMATA – 260,004,801 (-4%) 

     - MBTA – 237,545,202  (-4%) 

*Includes heavy rail, light rail and street 
car 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over time, CTA has seen a shift in its ridership from bus to rail.  In the early 1990s, CTA ridership was about 70/30 – that is 70% bus to 30% rail.  Today our ridership is about 55% bus to 45% rail.  Our 2015 ridership on rail was the largest since CTA began tracking ridership in 1961.  Comparing ourselves to other rail systems (excluding commuter rail), we were the 3rd largest rail system in 2015.



BACKGROUND 
Red and Purple Modernization 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For community groups, discussion guide to follow.



RPM and the Red Ahead Program 

Red Ahead  
is a comprehensive 
initiative for maintaining, 
modernizing, and 
expanding Chicago’s 
most traveled rail line. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the Red Line carries over 30% of all CTA ridership, CTA and the City of Chicago have prioritized a comprehensive initiative to modernize and expand the Red Line.The Red Ahead program consists of the following elements:The Red Line South, completed in 2013.  Many of you may remember this project.  It was completed on time and within budget, with a lot of consideration given to minimizing the project’s impact on our customers.  We consider the Red Line South a blue print for our projects moving forward.   We completely rebuilt 10 miles of railroad and rehabbed 9 stations, generating more than 1500 jobs and more than $82 million in DBE opportunities for contractorsThe Red Line Extension.  On October 6, the CTA and FTA released the DEIS for this project with the public hearing scheduled for November 1.  RLE is a 5.3 mile extension of the Red Line from 95th to 130th, adding four stations.  Not only will this project generate economic development and improved commute times for residents of the South side, but it will also add a new yard and shop facility for the Red Line, needed to support long-term growth in ridership.Station improvements at 95th Terminal (a $280 million gateway terminal); Wilson and Clark and DivisionAnd of course, 



Red and Purple Modernization 
Program 
• A series of projects to improve 

the North Red and Purple Line 
Corridor:  
– Over 90 years old 
– 21 current stations 
– 9.6 miles long 
– Carries over 20% of CTA train 

rides 
– A multi-billion dollar program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After over 90 years of service, CTA is identifying how best to reconstruct and improve the North Red and Purple Lines for the next 90 years. 



• Expand capacity  
– more riders with less crowding 

• Speed service  
– fewer curves and better infrastructure 

• Improve accessibility 
– all stations accessible to people with disabilities 

• Build modern facilities 
– New wider stations, more reliable infrastructure for the 

next 60-80 years 

• Support economic development  
–  more jobs and new development opportunities 

• Improve customer experience  
– modern, quiet and smooth ride 
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RPM Corridor Vision Goals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early identification of Goals is key to success



RPM Program History 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the project and conducting early outreach leads to successEarly coordination with FTA can streamline process2009-2010 Vision Study ProcessAssessed existing infrastructure and developed options for studyGathered input from the Public and Stakeholders at four public meetings2011 Environmental ScopingPresented 6 alternatives for the corridor and gathered input from the public at four public meetings 2012-2013 Corridor Wide Environmental ReviewAssessed corridor wide environmental impactsIdentified options to reduce environmental impacts2014-2015 Phase One Environmental Assessments And Project DevelopmentFocused environmental review for Phase One ProjectsObtain focused public feedback on individual Phase One projects Conducted Preliminary Engineering



PHASE ONE 
Red and Purple Modernization 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After significant outreach and analysis, CTA determined that a program of this size had to be delivered in phases. CTA worked with FTA to develop a tailored approach to project development and NEPA analysis for RPM Phase One. We considered the entire RPM corridor and sought to identify a package of projects that brought the greatest amount of benefits to Red and Purple line riders, while minimizing impacts on the surrounding communities that rely upon these rail lines for their daily travel needs. The Phase One projects will benefit 88 percent of all current RPM corridor trips – approximately 110,000 trips every weekday. Combined Phase One is projected to save customers using the RPM corridor approximately one million hours of travel time a year.



• Lawrence to Bryn Mawr Modernization Project 
- Replace 1.3 miles of 90-year-old track/embankment 
- Rebuild four stations and add ADA accessibility  

• 28,000 trips begin or end at these stations  
• 45,000 people live within ½ mile of these stations 

• Red-Purple Bypass Project 
- Almost 150,000 rides every weekday  
- Current bottleneck precludes CTA from adding trains 
- Bypass allows CTA to run more trains that could serve 7,200 

additional customers, PER HOUR 

• Corridor Signal Improvements 

• CTA intends to seek Capital Investment Grant 
funding from the FTA’s Core Capacity Program 
- Phase One is  estimated to cost ~ $1.9 billion 
- Core Capacity Grant could cover ~ $900+ million  Red-

Purple 
Bypass 

Lawrence to Bryn 
Mawr Modernization 
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RPM Phase One 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RPM Phase One is a program of projects. CTA conducted two environmental assessments for the Lawrence to Bryn Mawr Modernization Project and the Red-Purple Bypass Project as well as categorical exclusions for corridor signal improvements and advance system and infrastructure work. 



RPM Phase One – Overall Schedule 
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Publish EAs 

-------- 
Host Public 
Hearings 

Final FTA 
Environmental 

Finding 
-------- 

Apply for 
Engineering 

Secure All  
Funding 
--------- 

Select Design-
Builder/DBFM 

Construction 

Complete 
Phase One, 

bringing 
modern 

stations and 
faster service  

Continuing dialogue with the community 

May/June 
2015 Fall 2015 As early as 

2017 
2016-2017 



LAWRENCE TO BRYN MAWR 
MODERNIZATION 

Red and Purple Modernization 
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Challenge: Old Stations & Narrow Platforms 
Bryn Mawr station existing photo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge: Old & Narrow StationsThe Lawrence, Argyle, Berwyn and Bryn Mawr stations are in need of a complete rebuild.Platforms are only 12’ wide, too narrow for elevatorsSupport structures are over 90 years oldColumns in stationhouse limit sightlinesFew amenities possible in small footprintNarrow platforms slow the boarding processNone of the four Lawrence to Bryn Mawr stations are accessible to people with disabilitiesTwo-mile gap in accessible stations -- even after the Wilson station is reconstructedFour highest priority stations for added ADA accessibility in the RPM corridor
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Solution: Modern Wider Stations 
Bryn Mawr station conceptual rending 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed Solution: Construct Modern StationsAlmost twice as wide or approximately 22’More comfortable for waiting customersMore space for amenities like benches, wind screens, and real-time informationBetter sightlines in stationhouseFaster and easier boardingAdded Access for People with DisabilitiesConveniently located elevatorsImproved communications and signage for visually and hearing impaired individuals



Challenge: Antiquated Infrastructure 
Bryn Mawr station existing photo 

15 INTERNAL DRAFT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built over 90 years agoSlow ZonesOld infrastructure requires frequent repairs and restricted speeds to maintain safe travel Drainage IssuesNon-Air-Entrained ConcreteSlower travel speed limits of as little as 15mphIncreased maintenance costsIncreased operating costs to maintain level of service Columns in the streetLimits Sight Lines for pedestrians/driversLimits Access and CrossingDifficult for business visibilityStation IssuesWater InfiltrationSight lines for customers impededStairs and elevators difficult to place



Solution: Modernize  
Bryn Mawr station conceptual rendering 

16 INTERNAL DRAFT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Station InteriorFewer ColumnsImproved sightlines and pathsADA accessStreetscapeNew Viaducts and structures improve sightlinesImproved access at stationImproved visibility for businessesInfrastructureNew track will create a smoother, more comfortable ride for customersImproved drainageSound mitigation solutions80-100 year life



Challenge: Limited Right-of-Way 
Existing embankment diagram 
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Approximately 60’ Wide Right-of-Way 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Existing Embankment is only 60’ Wide. Platforms are island platforms, so they cannot be expanded without realigning the tracks. 



Solution: Spanning over public alley 
Alley-spanning conceptual rendering and diagram 

18 INTERNAL DRAFT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To widen platforms, we had the choice of acquiring buildings and expanding to the west or spanning over an adjacent alley to the east. Alley spanning allowed CTA to identify a project with fewer displacements, while also creating an opportunity for noise mitigation and track modernization. 
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Construction Staging of Lawrence to Bryn Mawr – Start to Finish  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To modernize the 4-track corridor, CTA identified a construction process that would merge both services onto two tracks, while constructing the other two tracks simultaneously. Key to this proposal is the Advance Systems and Infrastructure work CTA identified to prepare the corridor for alternative service during construction. Discussing the impacts and reasoning of this alternative service was key to the success of engagement. Impacts include station closures, longer travel time, street closures, construction noise, and the like.



RED-PURPLE BYPASS 
Red and Purple Modernization 
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Challenge: Growing Demand 
Peak hour demand has grown by 40% since 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peak hour demand on the Red, Purple, and Brown lines that merge the Clark Junction exceeds available capacity at the flat junction. Additional service cannot be added in the peak and at the same time demand has grown by 40% since 2008 in the peak hour. 



Challenge: Flat Intersection 
Bottleneck 
Existing Photo and diagram 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up to 150,000 rides pass through the busy rail intersection near Belmont every weekday 3-Services on 6- Tracks merge at a flat intersection onto 4-TracksCurrent design requires the north bound Brown Line trains to make left turn from the right most track, impeding trains on all tracks, which:Limits capacityIncreases crowdingReduces reliabilityIncreases travel timeNational standards recommend removing flat intersections like this for rapid transit lines that run service as frequently as CTA



Solution: New Fifth Track Bypass 
Conceptual rendering looking north from Belmont 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Red-Purple Bypass is the key project to RPM Phase One. It also has a multitude of benefits by separating the 1st and 3rd busiest lines on the CTA system that are currently interconnected. Removes the largest physical constraint in RPM corridorUp to 30 percent increase of peak service on Red Line Up to eight more trains per hour during rush hour on the Red Line aloneTotal available capacity for all three lines combined would accommodate 7,200 more passengers per hourAlso Has safety benefits
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Challenge: Tight radius curves 
Image of train traveling through junction 

INTERNAL DRAFT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two 25 mile per hour speed restricted curves near the junction limit speed and throughputInfrastructure dates back to 1900 (over a hundred years old)Open-timber deck doesn’t accommodate standard noise mitigation strategiesTrack spacing is narrow, limiting work zonesClearance to adjacent buildings is sub-standard
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Solution: Realign curves while modernizing 
Diagram of improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remove existing speed-restrictive curves to improve speed and ride qualityTogether with Bypass saves passengers more than ½ million hours in existing travel time annuallyMeet modern design and safety standards Noise and vibration impacts would be minimized by using a closed-deck track with welded rail and noise barriers 



Design Challenge: Sub-standard Vertical 
Clearance at Clark Street, property 
constraints for pier location 

13’-8” existing 
vertical 

clearance 



Design Solution: Clear Span Structure 
with offset substructure 
RO

SC
O

E 
ST

 
SHEFFIELD AVE 

CLARK ST 

Proposed  
14’-9” 

minimum 
vertical 

clearance 



Design Challenge: Avoiding Impacts to 
Clark Substation 

PROPOSED 
STRUCTURE 

INSUFFICIENT 
VERTICAL 

CLEARANCE 

CLARK 
SUBSTATION 



Design Solution: Structural Modifications 
to Clark Substation 

MODIFY SUBSTATION ROOF TO GAIN 
SUFFICIENT CLEARANCE TO TRACK 

STRUCTURE- NO IMPACTS TO 
SUBSTATION OPERATIONS 



Design Challenge: Maintain Independent 
Red/Brown Line Service Thru Belmont 

EXISTING CROSS SECTION 



Design Solution: Construction of 
Temporary Brown Line Track 

STAGE LINE 

CONSTRUCTION  
ZONE 

 
TEMPORARY 

TRACK 
OVER  
ALLEY 

STAGE 2 CROSS SECTION- NORTH OF BELMONT STATION 



TRANSPARENCY AND 
RESPONSIVENESS 

Red and Purple Modernization 

32 



Addressing Impacts  

• Displacements 
• Noise 
• Construction  
• Closures 

33 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transparency and early identification of impacts was key to understanding the community’s concerns and developing mitigations. Responsiveness was important. The project team hosted and attended many large and small public meetings to address specific issues. To address questions and suggested alternatives, CTA provided solid engineering and strong justification for the project. Many community members were concerned about displacements, historic preservation, and maintaining the community character. 



Neighborhood Redevelopment Plan 
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Existing Condition 
Photo 

Conceptual Rending After 
Bypass Project and Before 

Redevelopment 

Conceptual Rending with 
Potential Redevelopment 

Concept 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTA responded with community focused mitigations, including proposing to move a historic building out of the way of the project, and a construction outreach and coordination plan. To minimize permanent impacts, CTA has committed to develop a Neighborhood Development Plan with the City, Community, and Alderman to assist with redevelopment in the Red-Purple Bypass areaCTA received FTA TOD grant to support this effortParcels remaining after construction will be made available for new residential and retail developmentTransit Oriented Development will be encouraged after construction in order to:Increase Economic DevelopmentReduce visual impacts of BypassIncrease activity and transit ridership



Brown Line Capacity 
Expansion Post 
Development Experience 

Before 
(2002) 
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The Brown Line Capacity 
Expansion Project 

• Constructed from 2006-2009 
• $530 million investment 
• Lengthened platforms to 

accommodate 8-car trains 
• Reconstructed 16 stations and 

added ADA access 

After 
(2014) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTA has seen successful private development surounding the Brown Line Capacity Expansion Project.Average median home values near the Brown Line increased 55% from 2000 to 2014, which is 35% higher growth compared to the entire city and a growth rate 20% higher than homes located in the RPM corridor. Since 2010, 15% of all City of Chicago new construction building permits were issued near Brown Line stations, 3-times as many per square mile as the RPM corridorRidership on the Brown Line grew 45% following project completionWith RPM Phase One, CTA went a step further to actually prepare the project for redevelopment by identifying land required for construction and making sure the land remaining after construction could be redeveloped. The neighborhod redevelopment plan takes it another step forward to help realize these goals. 



WHAT’S NEW & WHAT’S NEXT 
Red and Purple Modernization 
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What’s New 
• FTA Issued Finding of No Significant Impact for both RPM 

Phase One Projects 

• CTA  Awarded TOD Pilot Grant 
• CTA  Awarded $125 Million in CMAQ 

Funding 

• Project entered FTA Engineering 
Phase 

• CTA has begun process to apply for 
Federal Core Capacity Expansion 
Grant 

• State Legislature Authorized Transit 
TIF 37 



What’s Next 
• TOD/Neighborhood Redevelopment Plan – 

Contract awarded September 2016 

• Implement Transit TIF and secure FFGA 

• Procure Early Construction Work  

• Procure Design-Build /Design-Build-
Finance-Maintain Contractor beginning in 
2017 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTA is still evaluation delivery types, including Design-Build or Design-Build-Finance-Maintain.



THANK YOU 
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Red and Purple Modernization Program 

transitchicago.com/RPMproject  
 
Carole Morey 
Chief Planning Officer 
Chicago Transit Authority 
cmorey@transitchicago.com  

http://www.transitchicago.com/RPMproject
mailto:shands@transitchicago.com
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